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AsstnA,cr

The present paper is an attempt to investigate parametric ampli-
fication of waves in thermopielectric media for degenerate case. The

theoretical analysis, as undertaken in this problem, makes use of the

basic equation of mechanical, electrical and thermal continua, supple-

mented by appropriate constitutive relations. The conditions for ampli-
fication have been delineated.

1. Introduction

Studies in acoustics are replete with problems of propagation and,

in particular ; those on amplification or attenuation of waves in a variety

of media. Of all these media, piezoelectric media have achieved special

attraction on account of a strong coupling between sound waves and

electromagnetic waves in these media. Recent theoretical studies by

Hutson and White [1], White [2], Musha [3] are few important evidences

of such studies. More recently the studies on wave propagation have

been ertended further by reckoning thermal considerations affecting the

constitutive character of piezoelectric materials, vide, Mindlin [4], Gupta

and Sinha t5l, i6l. These media are called thermopiezoelectric. All
these studies, mentioned above, have been undertaken under small'signal

assumption by linearizing nonlinear equations, whenever .arise. But if
the excitations are not sufficiently weak, nonlinear effects may be appre'

ciable and it would then be worthwhile to investigate parametric inter-
acrions and harmonic generation of waves in such cases. The present

paper is an attempt in this direction and seeks to investigate collinear
parametric interaction of waves in thermopiezoelectric media for
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degenerate case, i.e., for the case in which frequency of high frequency
pilmp wave is trvice the frequency of weak amplifled wave. The present
investigation shows that though the rveak signal wave gets attenuated
as it star:ts propagating, it is ampiifle d after it traverses a certain distance
if the pump wave is sufficientli' ii-tensive and the amplification co-efficient
will be uniform for large distances.

2. Statement of the problern and basic equations

Let us consider a weak signal rvave and a strong pump wave
propagating through a thermopiezoelectric body. Our problem is to
investigate application of signal wave by pump wave.

The basic equations of the present probiem for a thermopiezo-
electric medium are, vide, MinAtin [4] ; taking into account nonlinearity
terms in the equation representing the thermal. These are

(i) the equation of mechanical motion, given by

AT E2(dx)

-:n 

-

0x ' Alz '

where 7 is the stress ( mechanicai ), p the material density and dx the
displacement ( mechanical ),

(ii) the equation of electric field, given by

AD
#:'

where D is the electric displacement.

(iii) the Fourier law of heat conduction, given by

kA'o n?o_':!-)-_: (2.3)0x2 " At

entropy density, k the heat conduction coefficient and
being the reference and perturbed temperatures res-

(iv) the constitutive relation of the material, given by

where rr is the

@:Oo+0, Oo, o

pectively.

and

T:C tS - eprE - )0,

P- eEl enzS * p0,

o:tr"S* pE*a0

(2.r)

(2.2)

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.5)

where C, is the elastic constant, e the dielectric permitivity, a the thermal
constant, eoz the piezoelectric constant, ,? the thermoelastic constant and
p the thermoelectric constant.
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3. Solution

Let us now obtain a single differential equation governing the
temperature a fram the above equation. To get this we first differentiate
the equations (2,4) and (2.5) wifh respect to x and the equation (2.6)
with respect to t and use the equations (2.1), (22) and (2.3). We
then obtain

d'9(Dx) Or(dx) AE ^A0p tu :c1-1 -ppa_-A^-.ut' ox- dx dx

ua-E +rn,a'!P*rP:0,d* '- dxz 'dx

o#:r{,-tup+ff +,?},\.

From the above three equations dx and ,E are eliminated to obtain the
single dift'erential equation. in 0 as

*i" " - ol 
" i;i - 

k' * e "\#i 3# - #\"'#
-(ce+,-,ruu;X\u;r-*+,\t,re.-ke+,,,\:;I{##\

- (ae * p, ) 1,, fu 
* Q e * e p,, I #,\.#; e e - p e, )ffi: 0 ( 3. 4)

First we consider the interaction of three waves whose ( angular frequen-
cies satislY 

ar:tt)r*a2, (3.5)

where ro, is the frequencv of pump v/ave, a, that of signal rvave and
a, that of the lvave g:nerated in the medium.

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

-A.s in Shiren [7 ], n'e norv treat the interaction of lvaves
the temperature 0 in the form

o - B re;(a tt - k rx) a g 
" nt(' rt - lt rxl

*B,et(ast-krx)ac. c.

by taking

(3.6)

Lei us now seek solution of the equation (3.a) by taking the variables
and -B's to be so slowly varying that we can retain only terms of the

form ffi, B;By, Bi,B*1 etc. We then insert (3.6) in the equation (3.4)

and equate terms of equal frequencies, giving rise so amplitude equatinos
for coupled waves in the form, given by

*,*+wrBr:P18*28a, (3.7)
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*r*+*rBz:Ps,Bx t Bs, (3.8)

and

lfrft'+NuBr:PrBrBz, (3'9)

where we have assumed that phase-matching condition is satisfied, i'e,,

kr:kr{kr. In equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3'9) M's, N's and P's are

quantities involving material parameters, frequencies and wave numbers.

These are given by

*,: -[h:(ce {enz). 5k,n*(ae - pz). 3ia,k}

*3iotkr2(7,.- P'i'7'

, r: -h\(ce + e,Dz2). 5k 11 + (ae - pz). 3i,.,k,2

13iark12(1, - Peil'7

M 
" 
: -l|[ (ce ! e r,2). 5k ra * (le - pe elz . 3ila rk rz" L@o.

+(ae -P'). 3f<orkr'!,

Nr: - [(ae - p')arkt' 1(7e - per)'rrkr'7,
N r: -l(ae - p')ro rk r" +()e - pe tiz a rk r'1,
Nu : - l(ae - pz)a,k f * ()e - pe o,)' r rk "ol,

, r: o Li-lur' Li(k s 
6 - k 26) + ik 22 hz (k, - k r)

+ (k,4k z' + k zn k z2) - ik sk 2(k su - k r')1,

e r:ffi',i(k' E -ft 1 
6) + ik Lz k Bz (k s - k L)

+(kslk: +k tLksz)- tk skl(kr t - kr')1,

P, :W U(k J + k 26) + ik J k zq (k, + k,)

+ k tzk 22 (k t2 + k 22) + ik rk r(k r.' * k r')1.

Since M's and P's involve complex quantities, it is difficult to have

analyrical solution of the above equations. But we can get it if we

take the parametric interaction to be of degenerate type, i.e., if we take
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e)r:o)r:o)r12. Then the equations (3.7) and (3.8) will be identical and
setting Bs:Bn-constant, we get

M*+ NBI- PBL*BD (3,10)

wbere M:Mt:Mz, N:Nr:try'g and P:Pr:Pz.
As done by Rudenko and Soluyan [8J, we first take Br:A, exp (isl)
and write M:M'+iM', P:P'+iPt,.
We then obtain from (3.10)

(M'2 + tr4"'1 44' + NM' A1: ArBrl(M'P' + M' P')cos 2,t1
dx

*(M'Pr - It['P') sin 2sr], (3.11)

and (Mtz + M"\+ -NMtt:BplM'P'+M'P") sin 2s,' 'dr

-(M'Pt-MlP") cos 2srl, G.lz)

where M': -*ke *ep,,).skLL: -ve,oo'

M,, : -*Ko, - pr) + (ie - per,\zlro rk r, : - ve.. (r."

p,-lS:,!:.2okf : qys,
@o,

P':k:01.' .21k16 - gve.
@o,

Let us now assume that,

| (M"P', - MtPu)Be+ NM', | : o,

| 2Bp(M',P'+ M'Po) | : b,

and |(M'P'-MtP')Bt,-NM"l:c.
In order to obtain definite solution we assume that the pump wave is

sufficiently strong and consider two cases :

,"Pt;M' Pn afid M"P' <M' Pu.

Case I . Wher, M" P') M' P' , we have from (3.12) after integration

tan S. :-b -!t:4"(1:Cn'r- za 2a tt +"r-nr)' 
(3'13)

where

\//Fl[sc
Mtz + Milz
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and ":!ru ( which is obrained by
\/ b2 *4ac - b

using the condition x:0, Sr:0).
Now if we put At:Ct exp(gx) in the equation (3'11) we easily get

s: r-]g;zl-n*'-o,(1"o, 2s,*a sln zs,)]. (3.14)

From ( 3.14), we see that for a sufficiently strong pump wave, g

rvill be lve, \.e,,the amplification is possible only when tan 25, a - !.- 2a'

From the equation (3.13) we can see that this condition must be satisfled

whenx>llon..

Case IL When M"P'{M'P', we get frorn (3.12)

tan s,:ffiIry-(#{,) (3. 1 s)

Working out as before we can easily obtain the propagation distance

for amplification and this is same as obtained earlier, i.e , x) I tog ,.
.4

4, Concluding Remarks

From the results obtained in the earlier section, we can conclude

that though the input signal wave is attenuated as it starts propagating,
it is amplified after traversing certain distance if the pump wave is suffi-
ciently strong and the amplification co-efficient will be uniform for large
distance. Since the waves are collinear and are of the same mode type,
the generation of the @n(:or{orr) acoustic wave will be phase matched

for dispersionless acoustic waves and will be a stronger generation process

than that of parametric interaction, vide, Nelson [9]. To prevent this
phase matched generation at o4, a dispersion at frequency c.rn is to be

introduced, vide, Shiren [7]. Moreover growth of amplitude of weak

wave will lead to the result that a reaction, i.e., inverse effect of signal

wave on the pump will begin to play and we cannot regard B, as constant
after the beginning part of parametric amplification.
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